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Abatract

Construction D £ a alow external beam switchyard
at che B!IL ACS requires a rapid 20.4° bend Is the
upstream end of che beam llna. Two curved super*
conducting window dlpole magnets, operating at 6.0 T
and about 30% of "3horc sample" magnetic field, will
be utilized with tvo small superconducting sextupolea
to provide the necessary deflection for a 28.5 GeV/e
primary proton beam. Because the magnets will operace
in a priaary proton beam environment, they are de-
signed to absorb large amounts of radiation heating
from the beam without quenching. Tha field quality
of the superconducting magnets la extremely good.
Computer field calculations Indicate a field error,
43/B0, equivalent to = 1 x 10"* up to 757. of che
8.26 cm full aperture diameter la che magnet.

Introduction

Tho improvement program for che slow extracted
beam switchyard at tha Brookhavcn National Laboratory
AGS includes a fourth independent "0" target station.
To utilize an existing experimental hall made avail-
able by che shutdown of an internal target, the 23.5
GeV/c primary proton bean must be bent through
an angle of 20.4° with respect co che "A" beam line
as shown la Fig. 1.

In order to locate target station "D" more
centrally in the experimental hall so as to provide
space for the secondary beams from the primary target
and facilitate shielding of che primary prcton beam
ca che cargec, tvo high field superconducting magnets
designed co operate at 6.0 T will be used to produce
the 20,4° bend. The de9ign of these magnets will be
based on chac of the 8° superconducting window frame
magnets which have been operating for over 5 years
In another primary proton beam line at the ACS.1

Electrostatic beam splitters upstream of the
superconducting magnet3 require that che primary
proton beam be of very low divergence GJ3.15 mrad).
This divergence leads to a beam size at che magnets
of up to 5 cm which would include 99.97. of the in-
tensity distribution of the beam. A 0.17. loss of a
1013 protons/pulse beam in the magnets every 2.5 sec.
will generate an additional 20 watt heat load. The
structure of the magnets will be curved to follow
exactly the trajectory of the proton bean. This
unique construction will minimize Che overall size
of the magnets by avoiding the dimensional increases
which are necessary in straight magnets from sagltta
considerations•

Magnet Parameters and Construction

The parameters for the tvo superconducting di-
poles and sextupoles in the 20.4° magnet bending
system are given in Table I.

The dipoles will each ba 3.05 m long with a 7. 303
ca diameter cold bore and will be curved with,a radius
of 14.603 a co match the particle beam trajectory.
Each magnet will be constructed around a 7.620 ca 0D
stainless steel bore tube which will be rollud on che
14.603 a cadtua. This cube will be placed la a mold
*Stork supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.
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and encapsulated is fiber glass epoity which, when
assembled with pole plates and coil end blocks, will
become the coil form on vhich the dipola Is wound
as shown in Fig. 2. A small radial clearance will be
established between the tuba and the epoxy so chat
no mechanical 3cresses will result from differential
expansion and contraction.

The main dlpole coll will conalse af 9 layers
of 42 turns each wound with a 1.68 am x 3.36 mm fora-
var insulated Cu-NbTl composite conductor, and a
single outside layer of 102 turns wound with a similar
1.30 cm x 2.59 ma conductor. Tho conductor for the
outside layer will be wound so that Its larger dimen-
sion is at 90° Co that of the Inner layers' conductor.
This orientation will enable more turns of this
smaller conductor to be placed in che low field region
of the coll. Each conductor will have 2713 filaments
of NbTl twisted in a copper matrix wlch a Cu co NbTl
ratio of 1.25 co 1.

Additional windings consisting of two 26 turn
Helmholcz pair coils will be located approximately
60° from the horizontal centerline of each magnet as
shown In Fig. 2. These coils will be connected elec-
trically la series with che main coil and will not
only add to che dipole field but also provide some
sextupole bias correction.

Sheets of anodized high purity aluninun 1.27 am
thick and extending the full height of each coil will
be inserted between each coll layer. The aluminum
sheets will be coined with vertical groovea chac allow
liquid He Co make direct contact with the coll con-
ductors. The vertical grooves will cerminace in
horizontal coolant channels at che top and bottom of
each coil package whish are, is turn, in contact with
the magnet iron. Excellent thermal and dynamic
stability will be provided by the heat capacity of
the helium and the high thermal conductivity and
diffusivlty of che aluminum.

Each total coil package will be confined mech-
anically after winding by bolting side retainer plates
to the pole plates as shown in Fig- 2. The side re-
tainer plates will make an integral unit of Che cen-
tral tube and coll assembly and provide the correct
curved geometry for a close fit in che laminated core.
They will also provide a modest compressive preload on
che coil package before assembly in che core.

The iron magnet cores will be split on the hori-
zontal midplane. They will be laminated with an ad-
hesive applied to one face of each lamination to bond
them together and insulate them from each other. The
split cores will be held together by the interlaminar
bonding and stacking studs with an expected packing
factor of 967.o The magnet design will permit pulsed
operation. A thermal fit of the split cores around
che coil assemblies with appropriate shims will re-
sult in a metal to metal fit.

To provide additional correction, two small
superconducting sextupoles will will be included as
part of the magnet system, one in chc upstream end of
the first magnet cryoscac, and che second in che
downstream end of che second magnet cryoscac. The
conductor for these sextupole aagnets is a 0.31 3m x
1.62 mm Cu-NbTi camposlce with 627 NbTl filaments and
a Cu to MbTi ratio of 5 to 1. The parameters for che
sextupcle magnets are given in Table I,



Magnet Crvoatats Discussion

In concept, the design ef the two magnet cryo-
stats La typical of low heat-leak systems with a
thermally shielded loner vessel supported vithin an
outer vacuum vessel by a high Impedance suspension
system. For this magnet system, each inner vessel
housing a magnet will be supported from the top plate
of the outer vessel as shown in Fig. 3 and Cop loaded
into che oucer vessel, with this arrangement, the
magnet-inner vessel asseablies will be easily access-
ible for servicing and may be quickly lifted out and
removed from the area as units, thus minimizing ex-
porura of service personnel to the high radiation
environment in which che oagnecs will be located.

The vacuum vessels will be welded box-like
structures fabricated from aluminum plate. The re*
movable top plates from which che magnets will be
supported will complete the enclosures. The vacuum
vessels will be approximately square in cross-section
and curved along their lengths co conform Co the
curved magnet assemblies. Each inner vessel will be
supported at two points along its longitudinal axis by
a length of heavy-duty roller chain positioned 90 a*
co compensate for rotational moments resulting from
che curved geometry of the magnets. Lateral and long-
itudinal motions of each inner vessel ulll be eon-
scrained by orienting che support chains off-plumb.
The ends of the chains may be adjusted vertically and
laterally to position the magnets precisely.

The Inner vessels will be fabricated froo stain-
less steel pipe curved to fora a close-fitting envel-
ope-about che magnets. Multi-layer insulation will be
used to provide a thermal barrier.

The outer vessels of the cva bending magcecs
will be coupled in tandem to form a common Insulating
vacuum envelope. Flexible bellows assemblies will be
used between che adjacent ends of che inner vessels to
interconnect the he linn gas and liquid volumes in the
two vessels. The two dipole magriets will be connected
electrically in series as will the two sextupole mag-
nets so chat only two pairs of helium gas-cooled cur-
rent leads will be required. Figure 4 shows a side
elevation view of the magnet-cryoscat assembly.

Magnetic Field Calculations

Magnetic field computations using the cross-
section of the superconducting dipole coils shown in
Fig. 2 indicate chat cbe "0" line bending magnets
will have extremely small aberrations at all field
levels except for che 3excupole component (r-.38).
For che "0" line magnets, the sextupole component
will be biased so chac it varies from -0.187./caa at
low field values co +0.137./cn3 at high field values.
This biasing will be accomplished by connecting che
two Helmholts coll pairs shown In Fig. 2 in series
with the main magnet coll.

Figure 5 shows the sextupole corrected field
quality computed for the magnets at 6.0 I in terns of
Che absolute value of the magnetic field deviation
|ifly|/30, and che quantity R, where R - r/r37> r being
the radial distance to the point at which the field
quality is computed, and r3e, che distance co the
superconducting coil. The figure indicates that the
magnetic field deviation Is about : 1 s 10"* for all
points in the aperture within 757. of che distance to
the superconducting coil at 6.0 T. The field quality
Is equal co or better than this value at all magnetic
field levels below 6.0 T.

The superconducting aagnets for che "D" line
are designed so that gperacion at 6.0 T will be at
SOZ of the thermal runaway short? sample field of che
magnet coll.3 AC 4.2 K, therefore, the magnets should
ideally operate to 7.S T. The iron flux return path
thickness, however, was designed for 6.0 T so that
severe saturation would reduce perfonaance from the
7.5 T ideal.

In design, the performance reserve was provided
because che magnets will be operated in a primary
proton beam extraction channel where it must be
assumed chac beam radiation bearing may occur. Mag-
nacs of this generl? type have demonstrated unusually
high heat absorbing capability and stability.3 How-
ever, when operation is at 100% of short sample,
there is by definition no thermal reserve or no capa-
city to absorb heat.

A 1.0 a long model magnet of similar design
has been operated to 6.2 T or about 1007. of short
sample for that magnet.4 This field intensity was
achieved after a few quenches, che first of which
occurred above 5.0 T. Thi3 experience plus che long
operating history of the superconducting 8° bending
magnecs in che primary proton beam Co che North Area
of the 4GS1 gives confidence in che design.
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SENS ANGLE
MAGNET IRON O.D.
W E S T I M S LBBTH
CORE PACKING FACTOR
COLD BORE DIMETER
CASKET (UP HEIGHT

mm con HEIGHT
•M5SET COIL I .D .
l j ASSURED
B AT 3 0 . 9 SjV/c
3 AT 2 8 . 5 GeWc
I AT G.O T
HI AT 6 .0 T
STORED ENERGY a 6 .0 T
INDUCTANCE a 5.0 T

I I . CORRECTING SEXTUPOLE iTOIETS - 2 I
POLE TIP 1.0.
3 POLE TIP AT 6.0 T
EFFECTIVE L0GTH

PARAMETERS

W.20" PER WG!!ET
19.25* ("8.895 en)
120' (J.OW«)
261

2.S75" (7.303 art
5.950* (W.859 en)
5 . W (M.S(i2 CM)

1.231" (8.255 u )
121.06V3.075 n>
6.0 T
5.5 T
1551 MIPS
333,23 A.T.
* 700 «J

3.125' (7.938 CM)

l.EST

12.00' (20.08 et)
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